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	i Still Need A Mother
 
	 I need a mother who would love me
I need a mother who would take care of me
I need a mother who would understand me
I need a mother for who I am
I need a mother to know me
I need a mother who would be there for me
I need a mother who would not yell at her son
I need a mother who won't push her son away
I need a mother who would not throw me out of her life
 
Even though I still need a mother
Everyday I try to be nice
Sometime she don't care about me
What I need is a mother who would be there for me
I need a mother who would watch me grow
I need a mother who would celebrate my birthday
I need a mother who would miss me
 
I need a mother to cry on
I need a mother to know that her son loves her
 
But she won't let me know her
What I need is a mother
 
Who is no more now.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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	love Me Like I Love Everything I Do
 
Love me like I love bathing under the glorious sun
Love me like I love dreaming inside of heaven’s arm
Love me like I love crying in the mourning rain
Love me like I love sitting on top of a mountain
Love me like I love waiting next to forever in vain
Love me like I love grinning to the devil’s pain
Love me like I love watching the stars falling upon
Love me like I love spending time on my own
 
Love me like I love finding something true
Love me like I love falling in love with you
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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	these Lost, These Come At A Cost Women
 
	 I see these city lights and flashy cars
These beautiful women lost under stars
These daughters and sisters and mothers
These lost women
These come at a cost women
 
Given a glance then a dance
Given the means to live by the fiends of these beautiful women
Lost in a daze of green
A daze I've seen
 
Spotlights on these beautiful women
Eyes on these and cheers for these beautiful women
Lies in these and fears in these lost women
These come at a cost women
 
Show, bought and ready to go
At a price higher then they know
These women worth more then gold
Priceless
But still sold
Oh these lost women
 
Don't you know your beautiful
Not hot women
That your beautiful
Not meant to be bought women
Beauty needs to be taught in these women
Instead of this that is not
Left in them to rot
Oh these beautiful women
 
These I've seen
Women whos pupils are all green
Men whos eyes are gazed in between wide thighs
Silent cries eventually taking its toll
Night after night eventually breaking the soul
 
I see these city lights and flashy cars
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These beautiful women lost under stars
These daughters and sisters and mothers
These lost women
These come at a cost women
 
Don't you know your beautiful
Not hot women
That you’re beautiful
Not meant to be bought women.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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A Girl Like You
 
	 How did I get a girl like you?
A girl that's smart, pretty, and true.
A girl that I can hold tight.
A girl that is ''just right''.
 
A girl that can make my sun rise,
And my sun set.
A girl that is nice and wise.
A girl that I will never forget.
 
A girl that I can hold for hours.
A girl that I can love forever.
A girl that doesn't need any flowers.
A girl that is very smart and clever.
 
A girl that goes by the name 'insert'.
A girl that I love so much.
A girl that I will always keep in my soul.
A girl that can make my day with just a single touch.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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A Love
 
love is true to life
Love is the true complementary
True love is full of happiness
Because God behind us
 
impossible for us to deny its
Because love that colouring our lives
Because only love has the most beautiful dream
Love lives in every heart
 
O..love..love never lied to me
O..love..loveis so pure
O..love love I have it
O..love love for everyone
Because the love across the world
O..love..love always looks brighter
Because love is the lantern of the world
 
I'will try walking on the badland
Until i find he
Or lets me pray and hope he come to me
Because i did not want me waiting in vain
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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A Marriage Of Two Is For Love That Is True
 
 A marriage of two is for love that is true
A marriage of two is always something new
A marriage of two happens sometimes out of the blue
 
A marriage of two is worth it when it’s due
A marriage of two is a marriage of trust
They are only very few who have a clue of when love accrues
 
A marriage of two is about love making
It is not about money raking
You should only be glad if
A marriage of two is for love that is true
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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A Mood Romantic In Nature!
 
Dreams and imaginations foster romantic mood
Influenced and inspired by beauty of Nature.
Emotion and sentiments occupy romantic life;
Adventure and exploration mark romantic venture;
Rapture and rupture are part of romantic life.
Romance is the essence of love life in the world;
Interest and thrill of romance will never die here;
Otherwise life is monotonous and boring dead weight!
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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A Mother
 
A mother is more than just a woman
A mother is more than just a wife
A mother has brought to this world a new born
A mother has brought to this world life
 
A mother is one with love and honor
A mother comforts you day and night
A mother; a new one every hour
A mother teaches wrong from right
 
A mother knows when you are worried
A mother knows when you are joyed
A mother knows when you are sorry
A mother knows just what's inside
 
A mother needs your love forever
A mother needs to see your smile
There's no better gift for mama
Than her very awesome little child
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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A New Life Was Waiting
 
Inviting - exciting - emotion
with power I had never known,
a world of unchained devotion
because you were my very own.
I had fallen in love with you.
 
Together we sailed in springtime
to an isle beyond seas of blue,
and when we returned, a new life
was waiting, in a valley of dreams
where I first fell in love with you.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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A Romantic Life Adventure!
 
Sentimental, emotional, great characters love romantic life;
Passionate, engaged and attached they like to live long life;
Fun, entertainment and amusements they have in romance;
Romantic love life these human beings live true to heart ever!
 
Longing for love they do all to get the hand of sweet heart;
Love, marriages and divorces and love again they try ever!
For the satisfaction of the self they do romance forever here
And live alone ever in life longing for love till the end comes.
 
Romantic fellows lament about the friends and loves lost in life;
Beginning, middle and end the means followed never the same
Because adventure is the spice and taste of romantic life here;
Many yet live romantic life because the pleasure is exotic ever!
 
A romantic life is the dream of many a guy and girl since long
Though success is rare failures they are ready to face and die!
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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A Special World
 
A special world for you and me
A special bond one cannot see
It wraps us up in its cocoon
And holds us fiercely in its womb.
 
Its fingers spread like fine spun gold
Gently nestling us to the fold
Like silken thread it holds us fast
Bonds like this are meant to last.
 
And though at times a thread may break
A new one forms in its wake
To bind us closer and keep us strong
In a special world, where we belong.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Abby
 
Every time we embrace,
I go to that far away place
When we just walk hand in hand.
I’m in never, never land.
 
Whenever I look into your eyes,
I begin to get butterflies,
Then my heart skips a beat,
And our lips passionately meet.
 
You are always on my mind,
Your face is all it can find.
I think about you every day
And know it’ll work out somehow, some way.
 
Some say we’re dumb and foolish
Some say we should do as we wish
But all my heart could ever do
Is tell you that I’ll always LOVE YOU.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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All Because Of You
 
I awake each day with a smile
And greet it with a laugh;
The world is a treasure to me
Because of you.
 
Every time I think of something sad,
I replace the thought- with you!
My mind is instantly changed
And my heart is filled with gladness.
 
Every breath I take is meant for you,
I live this life surrounded in joy
And I bathe in the promise of your love,
My soul belongs to you.
 
Each time I see something beautiful
I want to take it and bring it to you;
My life has so much meaning now
All because of you.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Angel Of My Life
 
I love you so much that words can't explain
this joy that I have for you.
 
When I am at the weakest point of my life
you are there encouraging me to run this race
because I am not only cause you are there with me.
 
You are on my mind day and night.
When we are apart I picture you gracious smile and gentle hug.
 
I can let my feelings out to you and won't regret it
because no matter what is you are always on my side.
 
I thank God for sending me someone like you who is precious and loving.
So I can truly say that you are the Angel of My Life
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Are You My Friend?
 
Will you be there when I'm down,
And catch me when I fall?
Will you hold me when I need
To feel the warmth of your touch?
 
Will you laugh when I laugh,
And cry when I cry?
Will you let me rant and rave,
When I need to let off steam?
 
Will you discuss those painful things,
That you'd rather not think about?
Like the times we've hurt each other,
And promised would never do so again?
 
Will you say the right thing,
When all I've heard is the wrong?
And tell me soothing words,
That make the pain I feel subside?
 
Will you understand me when I say,
'I can't see you now, go away'?
Will you come back when I call,
As if nothing happened at all?
 
If you'll do these things for me,
And keep smiling all the way.
If you'll be with me through the bad times,
As well as the good.
 
Then truly you are my friend,
My pal, my mate and my confidante.
And that means so much to me.
I thank you dearly, for being there,
You, My Friend.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Because You'Re Beautiful
 
Because you’re Beautiful
This poem’s addressed
To you
Because you’re beautiful
No matter what
You do
Because you’re beautiful
The sun rises
Every day
Because you’re beautiful
The mist shrouds a
Dreamy day
Because you’re beautiful
A blossom blooms and holds
Its scent
Because you’re beautiful
Songs sung in your heart
Are meant
Because you’re beautiful
Reflections shine
And glint
Because you’re beautiful
Poems are written
Heaven sent
Because you are beautiful
This is all that this
Poem’s said
Just in case you may have
Any doubt
This poem's heaven sent
To tell you
You are beautiful
And that is what this poem
Is about.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Beginning
 
It's only the beginning now
...a pathway yet unknown
At times the sound of other steps
...sometimes we walk alone
 
The best beginnings of our lives
May sometimes end in sorrow
But even on our darkest days
The sun will shine tomorrow.
 
So we must do our very best
Whatever life may bring
And look beyond the winter chill
To smell the breath of spring.
 
Into each life will always come
A time to start anew
A new beginning for each heart
As fresh as morning dew.
 
Although the cares of life are great
And hands are bowed so low
The storms of life will leave behind
The wonder of a rainbow.
 
The years will never take away
Our chance to start anew
It's only the beginning now
So dreams can still come true.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Can'T Live Without You
 
You're always on my mind, day and night
When I think of you, all feels so right
Need to have you, need to hold you
And tell you that I love you.
My dear, I don't want to see us apart
This separation just tears away my heart
I miss you, oh, I really miss you
Will need you more and more each day
I know I cannot live without you
I miss you, more than words can say.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Close Your Eyes
 
I can't be with you today
but if you close your eyes and think;
I'll be beside you in the kitchen
wearing your shirt - standing by the sink.
 
I'll be with you in the bedroom
waiting quietly on your bed;
Just close your eyes and think of me,
relive those memories in your head.
 
I'll stand by you in the bathroom,
an unlikely place to meet;
I'll smile at you so playfully
as I let you brush my teeth.
 
I'll be your light in the darkness,
shining steady through and through;
You only have to watch it glow
to know I think of you.
 
I'll be the music that you listen to,
I'll be there in every song:
I'll laugh with you and sing with you,
and comfort you when your day's gone wrong.
 
I'll be the wind that ruffles your hair,
I'll be that warm embrace;
I'll be the hand on your shoulder,
I'll be the tender touch on your face.
 
I'll be the clock gently ticking,
reminding you of the times;
We've shut the rest of the world outside
we're in our own world - yours and mine.
 
I'll be the moon as it dances
on the water cold and still;
For I have loved you always
and I know I always will.
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Though you may not see me physically
as you live your life today;
Just close your eyes and think of me
I will not be far away.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Come With Me
 
Mystery, it clouds your form
Ecstasy, it keeps us warm
The dance has begun, with but us two
I'll take your hand, I'll walk with you
Take me to depths in the sea of love
Go with me further, never enough
I'll breathe in your perfumed scent
You intoxicate, invade my head
 
Give in to your senses, here we go
Follow me now, let your heart take control
Our time is short, and death is nigh
To mountains and peaks, we must fly
Leave life behind in our own world
Get away from it all, run with me, my pearl
Forget all your troubles, walk in the moonlight
Gaze into my eyes, stay with me tonight
 
We need not fear, we must venture on
Forsake loneliness, drink in our love's song
Pure angel of dawn, you've stolen my heart
You illuminate me, pierce the dark
Your purity, it leaves me numb
Your beauty, where does it come from?
I long to touch your smooth, soft skin
To stroke your hair, give you everything
 
To pull you into my embrace
To hear you breathe, to see your face
To feel your heart beat softly with mine
To hold you tightly, leave reason behind
To draw you in, to taste your kiss
All heartbreak gone, nothing amiss
I'd lose myself inside your eyes
Stay in love forever, mesmerized
 
Run away with me, barefoot in the sand
Walk by my side, rule all the lands
Hear our hearts beating with love so wild
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Our heads spinning with passion, my child
There's untamed joy we can't contain
Hypnotizing ardor we can't explain
I'm Romeo, will you be Juliet?
We can share a bond we'll never forget
 
We can clasp hands in the twilight
Hold each other, day and night
We can be alone, just me and you
Our souls entwined, you know it's true
We can do anything, if you'll take faith
I'll protect you, I'll keep you safe
We can be together eternally
We can live forever – so come with me
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Death And Life
 
Death
Death is the dead
Death is the living
Death will take the living
Death will make them the dead
Death is unforgiving
Death does not care about life
Death only cares about the dead
Death will never give up the dead
Death
 
 
 
Life
Life is the living
Life is the dead
Life will take the dead
Life will give them life anew
Life is caring, thoughtful
Life cares about the dead
Life cares about the living and dead
Life will not give up the dead or living
Life
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Death Is Only The Beginning
 
Death is only the begginning
Never be afraid to die
For death is only the begginning
Theres a time to die and a time to be born
Death is only the beginning
Im not afraid to die
You shouldn`t be either
From dust we came to dust we will return
Death is only the beginning
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Definition Of Life (In My Eyes)
 
Life is the love you find
Life is the hate you have
LIfe is the only companion to go to
When your friends are hard to reach
 
Life is the happiness
Life is the sadness
Life is the emotions
We get when in a dilemma of confusion
 
Life is our gift
Life is our curse
Life is our death
Which can be avoided if you treat it right
 
Life is not to be taken for granted
Life is to be lived to the fullest
Life is to be loved and cared for
Why? 'cause it's the only one we're getting
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Faces Of Love
 
Love here, love there
Love springs everywhere
Love thrills, love excites
Love enchants and delights
 
Love hurts, love heals
Love gathers and dispels
Love kills, love revives
Love keeps us alive
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Feelings
 
I didn't know I could love
anyone as much as I love you
for the sound of your voice,
makes all my dreams come true.
 
You walk into a room, and
I know you have arrived;
my heart skips a beat when
you walk up to my side.
 
I hope this kind of magic stays
forever between us two,
and the whole wide world will
know that God sent me you.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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For My Love
 
You are my dream, my life, my all
You are more than I ever had before
Lets celebrate our love with all
Lets renew our vows once more.
 
Hold my hand and don't let go
Open your heart to feel our love grow
Be my valentine, my dear, be my valentine
For as along as we have living time.
 
My dear sweetheart, be my valentine
With all my heart I'd like you be mine,
Not just today, not just a day,
But all the time, every single day.
 
?  ?  ?  ?  ?
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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For You
 
I love you more than words could ever say,
I feel it growing in my heart each and every day,
All this love I feel
Has never felt so real
You give me something no one has ever given me,
It's something you cannot see
Love so strong, and so true
It makes me think of only you
This wonderful feeling you have given me
Makes me want to be with you endlessly
 
I want to be in your arms
To feel your warm embrace
It makes me feel so safe from harm
Plus, I love to touch your face
I love to look into your eyes
To look through your disguise
To feel your warm hands within mine
As our fingers gently become entwined
 
Your kisses so soft and sweet
It makes me crave a thousand more
I wonder how your heart keeps a steady beat,
Because mine just soars
 
I love the way you let me know
How much you love me so
I love how much you care
The love you show to me is beyond compare,
I love the way you smile
That compliments your sexy style
My eyes are kept on you all the while
 
I love to hear you say 'okay'
You say it at least once a day
I love the way you apologize
Because it always makes me realize
That what you did, was done unintentionally,
And that you still love me
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Even though I'm strange
You don't want me to change
You say that I'm just right
Especially when we're about to fight
 
I hate to see you mad
I hate to see you sad
It makes me feel so bad
What you feel, I feel
That's because our love is real
I hate to see you cry
To always have to wonder why?
I'm sorry I sometimes do the things I do
That always make you feel blue
I'm sorry if I hurt you so
My anger is sometimes hard to control
 
I don't like when you feel insecure
Don't worry so much, because I'm sure
That no one can ever take your place
Because I love not only your beautiful face,
I also love the real you inside
There's no way I could have let you pass me by
 
Don't worry you're the only one for me
You, and I, and everyone else can see
I love you with all my heart
No one could ever make us part.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Frist Truth Love
 
Things feel right when i see your face
When i'm without, i feel lonely in place
We don't always get along but most of the time we do
and when we fight, it's hard to stay mad at you
The things you say to make me frown
Aren't nearly as powerful as what you say to turn it upside down
You take me and make me feel lighter than air
My hopes are so high that i could easily get hurt, but i don't care
I could end up in my bed shivering cold
Tears running down my cheek wishing i had someone to hold
I'm caught up in the uneasiness
Wondering if you care is making me sleepless
I'm not sure if you feel the same as before
I don't, i like you even more
Tell me the truth, are your feelings still there?
Or did they fade away, into thin air
I'm scared to know how you really feel
But sooner or later i'll know, if your love is real
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Girl In My Mirror
 
I'm looking in my mirror
Theres a girl in there tonight
Shes breaking apart so quickly
And nothing can make it alright
Her eyes are red and swollen
Mascara bleeding down her face
She'll never let them know
That shes feeling out of place
She asks
'Mirror mirror on the wall
Who is
The biggest fool of all'
Maybe its the girl
Crying her life away
Or maybe its the boy
Who's mind has been lead astray
Theres this girl in my mirror
With tears she can no longer hide
She can't pretend any longer
Because nothing is alright.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Hidden Love
 
Passion burning deep in my heart
Wishing that we were never apart
Coming together hand in hand
Melted and pressed as grains of sand
Shaping a most beautiful pane of glass
Etchings abound and trimmed with brass
A beautiful display wanting all to see
Remains hidden and sheltered only for me.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Hope Your Happy
 
	 I hope your happy with your life
I hope your happy with your wife
I hope you see what you have done
I hope you see that this is all wrong
 
I hope you realise that your not perfect
I hope you see that money's not worth it
I hope you realise that family comes first
I hope you see that my smile was rehearsed
 
I hope you see that your tearing me apart
I hope you someday grow a heart
I hope someday I will want to see you
I hope someday I wont have to see you
 
I hope you suffer, but I dont want that
I hope you die, but I dont mean that
I hope someday your 'love' will be real
I hope someday you will 'feel'
 
I hope you realise that money cant heal
I hope someday you'll feel, what I feel
I hope that before you die
I hope to tell you, I wont cry
 
I hoped you would be a good dad
I hoped you wouldnt make me mad
But all my hopes from before are gone
just like the love you had for their mom
 
I hope that I see you one last time
I hope I get to tell you this:
'I wish I never knew you
because of you....I wish I didnt exist....'
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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How I Miss You
 
My Darling, How I miss your touch
I miss your whisper of 'I love you so much'
Your love is so sweet, so gentle, so tender
So wonderful - just like the sender
My love for you is so true and so deep
I pray that my love you will forever keep
I love you more each and every day
I love you, Baby - in every way
I love it when you Grrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr! ! ! ! !
OMG - that makes me Purrrrrrrrrrr! ! ! !
LYL - is where I want to be
Me pleasing you and you pleasing me
I want to be touching you - skin to skin
Baby - I am ready for our life to begin
I am counting the days until then
You will long for love - never again
I will love you like crazy for the rest of your life
You will have the best friend, lover and wife
I want to be your everything
I want to be what makes your heart sing
I love you, Darling - please never doubt
I love you so much - I want to Shout
Until we are together again - hold me in your heart
I am holding you in mine - as I have from the start
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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How Much I Love You
 
When I gaze in rapturous admiration
At your perfection and beauty
And stare in wonder and longing
At your swaying, feline grace,
Oh, how it is better to remain silent
Than attempt in total futility
To describe the awe I feel
About matters that speech is incompetent to express
Or strive to convey in vain my wondrous elation,
As I immerse myself in your cerulean eyes
And with utmost joy, tell you,
Just how much I love you.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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I Believe
 
I believe that the sun shines after the rain
I believe if you don't get hurt you'll never gain
I believe in not doing things the easy way
I believe that being selfish doesn't pay
 
I believe in a second chance
I believe in a life long romance
I believe there is life after death
And standing up to a life of mess
 
I believe in love at first sight
I believe that revenge isn't right
I believe that first impressions last
And there is nothing better then a good laugh
 
I believe that dreams do come true
I believe there's destiny for me and you
I believe that good things come to those who wait
I believe love never arrives too late
 
I believe something good comes from something bad
I believe that for tears of happiness there are tears of sad
I believe everyone has a guardian angel
And the good you do will be rewarded well
 
I believe sometimes there is no explanation
I believe money can't buy people's affection
I believe you don't know what you've got until it's gone
I believe a new day arrives with every dawn
 
I believe a smile can be contagious
I believe in being very outrageous
I believe in living with no regrets
I believe that life is as good as it gets
 
I believe that God watches over us
I believe the little things are worth the fuss
I believe you have each friend for a reason
I believe you will get punished for treason
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I believe that what comes first is family
I believe we should all live in harmony
I believe in making the most of a beautiful day
And it's not the end until everything's okay
 
I believe absence makes the heart grow fonder
I believe you will lose if you sit and wonder
I believe every experience teaches you a lesson
And nothing cures better then a drinking session
 
I believe everyone has one true love
I believe sometimes we need a little shove
I believe the whole world is a stage
I believe we only get better with age
 
I believe that to learn you have to live
I believe that to love someone you have to give
I believe one moment can change your life
And there's still help when you're in strife
 
I believe everyone has one true friend
I believe love helps a broken heart mend
I believe in the power of a song
And things will change before too long
 
I believe living is the best experience
I believe in not laughing at other people's expense
I believe it's hard to watch a lover leave
And when they're gone all you can do is breath
 
I believe to always look on the bright side
I believe that life is just one big ride
I believe when I die people will grieve
But it's ok because I believe
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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I Carry Your Heart With Me
 
I carry your heart with me (I carry it in
my heart)  I am never without it (anywhere
I go you go, my dear; and whatever is done
by only me is your doing, my darling)
 
I fear no fate (for you are my fate, my sweet)  I want
no world (for beautiful you are my world, my true)
and it's you are whatever a moon has always meant
and whatever a sun will always sing is you
 
here is the deepest secret nobody knows
(here is the root of the root and the bud of the bud
and the sky of the sky of a tree called life; which grows
higher than the soul can hope or mind can hide)
and this is the wonder that's keeping the stars apart
 
I carry your heart (I carry it in my heart)
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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I Do
 
You're my sunshine in the mornings,
And my moonlight in the night;
You're the footsteps that I'll follow,
All throughout my life.
 
I put all my trust in you,
And I gladly take your hand;
I give you all my heart,
By your side I'll always stand.
 
As we face all these tomorrows,
Through the happiness and tears;
We'll take it one step at a time,
For all our many years.
 
I promise you my life,
And I promise to stay true;
With this ring I give my heart,
and all my love to you.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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I Trust In Jesus
 
Before this body turns to dust
Before this world I leave
Upon The Lord I've placed my trust
Upon The Rock I'll cleave
I've placed my trust in Jesus Christ
God's Son of flesh and bone
The innocent Lamb sacrificed
I trust His word alone
I trust He chose for man to die
Then rose again to reign
That as God's Seed He'd multiply
His flock when born-again
I trust His blood can cleanse the soul
I trust His blood can save
His very name can make us whole
And save us from the grave
I trust in Jesus' loving care
I trust He bore my shame
I trust the love He came to share
Remains today the same
I trust the pardon Jesus bought
Can save this wretch from hell
I trust Salvation's true report
My Saviour had to tell
Although the devil's out to harm
Though Satan's he's out to kill
I trust my Lord's almighty arm
I trust His righteous will
I trust my life to Christ The Lord
I trust in Heaven's Door
I trust in God's Almighty Sword
I'll trust Him evermore…
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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I’m Lost
 
I am lost without my life
I am lost widthout you
I am lost in the world of fears
where i am waisting my tears.
 
I am lost in the world of darkness
where there is only sadness
I am lost in this unreal world
I am lost in the world, where their is no one to care.
 
I am lost somewhere in you
hoping thar someday u'll care.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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If You Would Be My Valentine
 
If you would be my valentine
My heart would surely glow
And if you'd be my valentine
I'd want the world to know
 
If you would be my valentine
My eyes could finally rest
For my heart already knows
That you would be the best
 
If you would be my valentine
I would want the world to see
That I have found the perfect valentine
The one just for me
 
If you would be my valentine
My world would be much brighter
So put those precious arms around me
And hold me that much tighter
 
If you would be my valentine
My heart might do flips
For when I think of you
It already begins its skips
 
If you would be my valentine
My eyes would surely shine
So won't you please tell me YES
THAT YOU WILL ALWAYS BE MINE.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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I'M Running But To Where?
 
Running, running
There is nothing lef to do.
Running...
Away from my tears
Away from my pen
Running to know who I,
am.
 
Running
But you, don't know what,
You're,
Running from.
Running in circles
Going nowhere.
I'm saying Goodbye
I am runnning away.
 
Never stop runnning
Words running throught,
My mind.
Running away,
Like the coward,
Like him
Horrible words
I am running and runnning,
For you.
 
I m running but to where?
I can't believe
That I've put up with you lies.
Im running from the past..
Running out the pain.
Running with out you.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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I'M Sorry Dear
 
I'm sorry for showing you how
much i care im sorry for noticing
you when u there im sorry for loving
you the way i should im sorry for
doing you how no other man would
I'm sorry for not letting you go
I'm sorry for letting you know
how u one of a kind
I'm sorry for telling you how im
happy that you mind
I'm sorry for even loving you
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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In A Need Of A Friend
 
I'm in need of a friend.
A friend that I can trust
A friend that I can see and talk to everyday
A friend that will help me through my problems
A friend that I will feel comfortable telling everything to
A friend that I can cry on when I'm in need of a shoulder
A friend that can be there for me all the times and not back down
A friend like no other
A friend that I never had
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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In My Arms, In My Heart
 
I was lonely and somewhat lost
I wanted a companion and friend, nothing more
I took the plunge, in I stepped
Nervous and unsure, I waded in
 
Unexperienced and quite unsure
Feeling trepidation, I wondered if I did right
Feeling shy but needing a ladies company
I took a chance, to see what would occur
 
Surprise, shock and so much joy
I found the woman of my dreams, I won first prize
Gentle, caring, trusting and sensuous, along you came
Into my life, you brought happiness, fulfilment
And everything I had secretly yearned for
 
Not sure how I would cope and react
From that first meeting I was complete
Such emotions flowed through me
That I believed I would never feel
 
Beauty, tenderness, faith, desire and love came fast
All my hidden dreams were answered
By your marvellous presence
 
From that first meeting, who would believe
Such a strong romance would start
When we are together all I need
Is in my arms, in my heart
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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I'Ve Been Caught
 
I've been caught swimming in his eyes again.
Holding my heart so it doesn't break in his presence.
I've been known to have to steady my breathing at his smile,
as my own returns with red cheeks.
As the subject of my never ending sentences, he calls upon pauses that
should not be there.
As my friend, he shares.
His heart cannot mention my name.
While my heart can only scream his.
I've been seen caressing his skin with my gaze.
Memorizing his shape.
I've dreamt of how his lips round his words.
As I replace friendship with love.
My heart hangs heavy when I hear his voice.
My pulse races with his scent.
As he walks past, her on his arm.
Unlike any of the others, he kills me and keeps me alive.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Key To My Heart
 
I had closed the door upon my heart
and wouldn't let anyone in
I had trusted and loved only to be hurt
but that would never happen again
I locked the door and
tossed the key as
hard and as far as I could
My heart was closed for good
 
Then you came into my life and
made me change my mind
just when I thought that
tiny key was impossible to find
that is when you held out your hand
and proved me wrong
inside your palm was the
Key to My Heart
You had it all along.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Life Word
 
	 Life is a challenge, accept it
Life is a wish, want it
Life is a book, read it and observe
Life is a fight, battle it
Life is a tear, face it
Life is a smile, enjoy it and embrace
Life is a game, play it
Life is a journey, complete it
Life is a ruler, measure it
Life is a  it
Life is a sunset, hold it
Life is a treasure, save all you can
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Listen To Me Baby
 
Please listen to me baby,
You are my own sweet lady,
With you I'm meant to be
And tomorrow we will see
Blue skies everywhere.
 
A hotel stands in waiting
Rose gardens near the sea
Two hearts anticipating
A romance of ecstasy.
 
So hush your painful crying,
Very soon we will be flying
Once again I'll hear you sing
On a holiday in spring
No sadness anywhere.
 
A hotel stands in waiting
Rose gardens near the sea
Two hearts anticipating
A romance of ecstasy.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Lost
 
Lost...............................
 
I don’t know if you’re pushing me away or pulling me closer
I don’t know where I stand
I don’t know what you want from me
Or if you care at all
 
Your words lash out and hurt
Then lovingly draw me in
I don’t know what you want from me
Do you want this to end
 
Don’t turn tables
Or place this on me
Just come out and tell me
What it is you want
 
I can’t read minds
I don’t know where I stand
Are you pushing me away
Or are you going to finally let me in
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Love
 
Love is a Beautiful Sweet Feeling
Love is Caring and Sharing
Love is Forever, True Happiness
Love is Sunshine, Rain; Rainbow
Love is Affection, Admiration, Adoration
Love is Bonding and Binding
Love is the Strongest Emotion
Love is Devotion and Dedication
Love is Invaluable yet Common
Love is Being Good and Thoughtful
Love is Trusting and Being Trustworthy
Love is Universe and Universal
Love is Giving and Forgiving
Love is Passion and Compassion
Love is Patience and Commitment
Love is Togetherness and Understanding
Love is Perseverance and Responsive
Love is Dream, Hope, Fulfilment
Love is cal and Real
Love is Sensation, Meditation, Spiritual
Love is Kindness, Gentle Touch
Love is Fire, Air, Ether, Water and Earth
Love is Mind, Heart, Body and Soul
Love is Natural, Creative and Growth
Love is Patriotism and Humanity
Love is Peace and Prosperity
Love is Family and the World
Love is Persistence and Freedom
Love is Conservation and Generosity
Love is Self and Selflessness
Love is Finding Yourself, Reaching Out
Love is the Deepest Feeling
Love is Any or All of These, yet Undefined
Love to Live, Live to Love
Love is the Essence of Life
Love is Divine!
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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My Feelings
 
I just want to be with you,
Baby no one else will do.
I know I say I love you often,
But every word I say is true.
I wrote your name in my heart,
And forever it will stay.
I know we have our ups and downs,
But no relationship is perfect.
And by the end of the argument
The confrontation wasn't even worth it.
People try to break us every day,
over and over again.
I don't let it get to me
Because I know who has won in the end.
I love your smile, your intelligence,
And everything you do.
I thank God faithfully that he sent you.
Happy Valentine's Day!
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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My Heart... What Happened?
 
my heart is broken and its all because of you
my heart cant be put back together with some glue
my heart is full of pain and u dont even care
my heart really needs you but your not even there
 
my heart now as an empty space
my heart needs u to fill that place
my heart feels the friendship will never be replaced
my heart wants you to still keep me safe
 
my heart knew this friendship would grow into something more
my heart knew you were going to shut that door
my heart told me to let you know how i really feel
my heart told me if he lets go then its not actually real
 
my heart never told me if i told you i would loose a friend
my heart never told me my world would come to an end
my heart thought you wouldn, t walk out for good
my heart thought u would of understood
 
my heart now misses all fun we have had together
my heart now wishes we should of stayed friends forever
my heart just had to give in and put up with the fact that you are gone
my heart has let you win and made me realise that i was wrong
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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My Mom Sets The Table
 
Night after night my mom sets the table
full of joy she passes her hand over the green fleat
like dishes she lays her chips down
they her finest china carefully stacked
her drink is the insurance bet
night after night 21 meals are servered
 
6 people share the meal with her
we her family eat alone
yet night after night my mom sets the table
the table of broken dreams and poisoned meals
night after night she countinues to eat
untill is consumed
 
Night after night my mom sets the table
night after night we her family shallow the bitter meal she makes
 
Night after night my mom sets the table.....
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Our Frienship
 
Like a rose blooming
With so much beauty,
Like a dew
Glittering in the sun,
Our friendship
Shall stay beautiful and eternal always
Making everyone passing by
Jealous of us.
 
Like the sun
That has never given up our hopes,
Like the river
That has never stopped flowing,
Our friendship shall stay promising and never die out..........
 
Like the mighty ocean
That cannot be measured,
Like the vast universe
That has not got an end,
Our friendship
Shall spread awide
With no end whatsoever.
 
My dear friend I thank you
For all that you've done for me.
Our friendship shall stay immortal
With a cheerful side always
Our friendship shall stay forever
Even if the sky comes down
Our friendship is something
That can never be more pure
Something that aims at happiness
So my dear friend
As we say
Our friendship is a ship that shall
Never sink.........................................
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Pain And Love
 
Pain
hurtful and harsh
causing emotions; stirring inside
moving and romantic
Love
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Respect
 
respect is something we give
because we love one another
but if we didn't have respect
would we still have a partner
when it comes down to me
i have nothing but love and respect
respect is special
and respect is live
if there was none
would we still keep our pride
i have a great friend
we both share respect
a fight broke out once
but we still talk and chat
so we still have respect
and that's all what matters
she's still my sister
and my best friend
i will always love her until the very end
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Romantic Lie
 
You told me once
My care is amazing
You enlightened me
My eyes are passionate
 
I understood right away
Intention of your lie
Conceived you then
As a romantic liar
 
I am hypnotized
By stimulating splendour
Your adoring features
Touched innocent sense
 
Aggressive and obsessive
Kiss, knotted me to you
You were sensitive
Not to let me free
 
You became my dream
You became my psyche
You became my vision
You became my life
 
When I tie the knot
Masquerade taken out
Exemplified your
Inner parts of guts
 
I am aware now
You entrapped me
I want to find out
A romantic lie to escape
 
Flee from you at once
Glided on seven skies
Voyaged ocean limits
Probing for harmony
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When I turned around
Find your burning tears
Dear, I’m back again
To be with you forever
 
How I save my face
Grab your lovely heart
I am searching for
Another romantic lie
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Search Party
 
You touched my tongue,
With yours – blending buds,
Kindling minds, racing worlds,
Unifying two lovers – one body.
 
Tongues wrestled violently,
Fluidly, in fluid –
Juice flowed, fluidity rousing –
Endorphin storms erupted.
Hearts raged, blood gorged
Cock, clit, tit.
 
Search-party hands
– desperate –
Found their feelings,
Feeling up, squeezing, sliding,
Rubbing, working, fingers fiddling.
 
Lungs breathed – sighing, rushing,
Panting, huffing, heaving
– ciliated turmoil.
Hearts worked harder,
Forcing blood torrents;
Whirlpool minds raced,
Blinded, careless, caring, daring.
 
Clothes faded, cast out – jetsam.
Skin flesh moulded, melded,
Oh to split! For
Inner flesh wanted in.
 
Pulses pounded,
Rounded mounds flirted nipples
At the lips;
Phallus begging, forcing, pushing;
Pushed.
Ripples crossing skin dunes
Under shudders:
The Quake of Coming, coming,
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Came.
 
We came.
We found.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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She Was Perfect I Remember In Her Body, Mind And
Soul
 
It was August I remember
I remember when I met her
She was perfect I remember
in her body, mind and soul
 
In September I remember
I remember her all over
She was perfect I remember
in her body, mind and soul
 
In October I remember
I remember her all over
We were lovers I remember
in body, mind and soul
 
In November I remember
I remember lies she told me
She was wilful I remember
Wilful to the n'th degree
 
In December I remember
I remember it was over
Still, she is all that I remember
Love forever sweet Nicole
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Sleep Oh Blessed Sleep
 
Sleep oh blessed sleep,
the place where I can dream,
of all that I do need
my energy to keep.
 
Sleep oh blessed sleep,
The place of future hope,
in places far away,
and love for me to keep
 
Sleep oh blessed sleep
Lull me with your content,
Keep me ever safe my
souls sanity to keep.
 
Sleep oh blessed sleep,
Let me emerge at morn,
With clearer thought and mind,
with no more need to weep
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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The Wrong Suicide
 
suicide suicide are you here for me to night
suicide suicide take me away in that sweet sweet pain
suicide suicide the way out of my pain
suicide suicide where ismy lil razor blade
suicide suicide why must you make me cry
suicide suicide why must you be on my mind
suicide suicide make me bleed havely to night
suicide suicide i bid you good bye
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Time
 
Time goes by so Slowly,
It drifts into space,
So silently,
We wake up in the morning then Night comes by infront of your eyes,
I've always wondered where all my time has gone,
Into space,
Into the new year,
Into my Mind,
Time, Just and emotional thought that keeps us all late or on time,
O why did someone invent a such a dreadful thing,
We all know that we dread time,
Every single one of us,
It keeps us late,
Or perfectly on Time,
What's with it,
Do you love it? Or hate it?
So many decisions,
So little time.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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True Love
 
It is true love because
I put on eyeliner and a concerto and make pungent observations about the great
issues of the day
Even when there's no one here but him,
And because
I do not resent watching the Green Bay Packer
Even though I am philosophically opposed to football,
And because
When he is late for dinner and I know he must be either having an affair or lying
dead in the middle of the street,
I always hope he's dead.
 
It's true love because
If he said quit drinking martinis but I kept drinking them and the next morning I
couldn't get out of bed,
He wouldn't tell me he told me,
And because
He is willing to wear unironed undershorts
Out of respect for the fact that I am philosophically opposed to ironing,
And because
If his mother was drowning and I was drowning and he had to choose one of us
to save,
He says he'd save me.
 
It's true love because
When he went to San Francisco on business while I had to stay home with the
painters and the exterminator and the baby who was getting the chicken pox,
He understood why I hated him,
And because
When I said that playing the stock market was juvenile and irresponsible and
then the stock I wouldn't let him buy went up twenty-six points,
I understood why he hated me,
And because
Despite cigarette cough, tooth decay, acid indigestion, dandruff, and other
features of married life that tend to dampen the fires of passion,
We still feel something
We can call
True love.
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Valentine Memories
 
Grandma's book of valentines
Rekindles memory's flame,
Of days when she was just a girl
And life a happy game.
 
Each lace-edged card a getting bears
From friends of long ago,
Girls in gingham dresses
And that &quot;special&quot; Sunday beau.
 
It brings a twinkle to her eye,
Dissolving lines of age,
As we sit in the lamplight
And turn each well worn page.
 
It makes me kind of wonder
f perhaps some distant day,
A grandchild shall sit at my side
And leaf each page this way.
 
‘Cause I could sit for hours,
There at my grandma's knee,
And listen to the stories
That the valentines set free.
 
A book of antique valentines
That reaches black in time
To tell the tales of yesteryear
In illustrated rhyme.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Valentine Poem
 
V..... is for Valentine; you are my only Valentine
A..... is for I will Always be yours
L..... is for Love at its most extreme
E..... is for Everlasting love; Ecstatic love.
N..... is for Never-ending love
T..... is for we will Always be Together forever
I..... is for you being Intelligent and Innocent;
N..... is for Natures naughty way of saying I love you to
E..... is for Eternity our love is so ever lasting
 
You are my Valentine
Valentine is Your name
It's the name I will call
My sweet, sweet Valentine.
 
?  ?  ?  ?  ?
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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What I Love About You
 
I love the way you look at me,
Your eyes so bright and blue.
I love the way you kiss me,
Your lips so soft and smooth.
 
I love the way you make me so happy,
And the ways you show you care.
I love the way you say, 'I Love You, '
And the way you're always there.
 
I love the way you touch me,
Always sending chills down my spine.
I love that you are with me,
And glad that you are mine.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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What Is Love
 
Love is kind
Love is sweet
Love is 2 hearts that meet
Love can come
Love can go
Love is never ending
This I should know
Love is quite
Love is loud
Love can make you do things you haven't done in awhile
Love is caring
Love is great
But most of all love is what makes the world a better place! !
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Without Love
 
I know it may sound insane
Now I dream of you without pain
Time has past
Extremely fast
 
Love has no boundaries
Love is fantastic
Love is a mystery
Love is romantic
 
Love is real
Love is intense
Love can heal
Love is romance
 
I know it may sound insane
I am feeling you once again
You left me feeling wanting
With your teasing and flaunting
 
Love is kind
Love is divine
Love unwinds
Love is sunshine
 
Love forgives
Love is nice
Love is positive
Love is sacrifice
Love is massive
Love is compromise
 
I know it may sound insane
You still remain and rain in my brain
With our experience in my collection
I can make the necessary corrections
You are a moment I wish
Once more to cherish
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Love is great even when late
Love is sweet when complete
Love can forgive whatever it receives
Love is a blessing, always refreshing
Love is supreme but can be extreme
Love comes at a price If you are not wise
Love is unselfish, It only tends to nourish
Love always flourishes tending not to perish
Love from the heart never departs or breaks apart
 
I know it may sound insane
But I hope our paths meet again
I speak neither French nor Spanish
Yet memories of you are not tarnished
My senses have been trained
All is not lost in vain
 
Love is strong
Love is old and young
Love is the sound of a melodious song
Love is the gentle language of the tongue
 
I know it may sound insane
That about love I complain
Love never did me no wrong
Without love I am far from strong!
 
Love has no pride painting a humble ride
Love is life, in different forms it arrives
Love is an unspoken promise
Between two of unity and peace
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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You Are The Song Of My Life
 
You are the song of my life	
Which my heart wants to sing all my life
You are the rhythm of my life
Which my heart wants to beat all my life
 
You are the destination of my life
Which I want to reach in my life
You are the road of my life
Which I want to take all my life
 
You are the spirit of my life
Without you there is no joy in my life
You are the sun of my life
Without you there is no light in my life
 
You are the fire of my life
Without you there is no warmth in my life
You are the light of my life
Without you there is no light in my life
 
You are the fun of my life
Without you there is no fun in my life
You are the one in my life
Without you there is no one in my life
 
You are my life,
Without you I don't have a life
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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You Never Be Lonely
 
you never be lonely
if you can feel
other's love
 
you never be lonely
if you can sense
other's life
 
you never be lonely
if you can touch
other's wish
 
you never be lonely
if you can see
other's heart
 
you never be lonely
if you can spread
smile, and tenderness
 
you never be lonely
if you can pray
in God's shelter
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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You Touched My Heart
 
You've given me a reason
For smiling once again,
You've filled my life with peaceful dreams
And you've become my closest friend.
You've shared your heartfelt secrets
And your trust you've given me,
You showed me how to feel again
To laugh, and love, and see.
 
If life should end tomorrow
And from this world I should part,
I shall be forever young
For you have touched my heart.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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Your Love
 
For your love’
Open your eyes
Take in the sights
Not in the dark love
Keep on the lights love
That’s the sight of true love
Take it slow love
Take time to know love
Make my eyes glow love
Open your nostrils
Take in the smell
It’s there In the air
The high of true love
That’s the smell of true love
Take it slow love
Take time to know love
Make my eyes glow love
Open your ears
Listen to the sounds
The sounds of heartbeats pulsating
To the beat of pure love
That’s the sound of true love
Take it slow love
Take time to know love
Make my eyes glow love
Open your mouth
Stick out your tongue
Taste the sweet love
On my loving lips
That’s the taste of true love
Take it slow love
Take time to know love
Make my eyes glow love
Open your mouth
Speak to me about love
Give me the poetry
Of everlasting love
That’s the language of true love
Take it slow love
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Take time to know love
Make my eyes glow love
Love can be a beautiful experience
Experience will let you know
That an experience lover
Will take it real slow
That’s the beauty of true love
Take it slow love
Take time to know love
My eyes glowing eternally
For your love.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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You'Re Never Alone
 
You're never alone, I'm always near,
When your troubled, down or blue.
All you have to do is call me,
I'm always here for you.
 
It doesn't matter where I'm at,
It doesn't matter when.
When you need someone to talk to,
I'm here to be your friend.
 
If you need someone to hold your hand,
or a hug to say I care.
If you need a shoulder to cry on,
for you I will be there.
 
So never think you are a burden,
when the weight gets to be to much.
You might find if look hard enough,
a good friend could be the right touch.
 
You're never alone, I'm always here,
through the good times and the bad.
I'm always here to be your friend,
I don't like to see you sad.
 
Bikramjyoti Kashyop
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